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Why are we here?

● The UIXP is a not-for-profit organization that provides neutral 
interconnection infrastructure for data networks in Uganda.
○ Currently 28 networks are connected that collectively exchange 5 

Gbps of local Internet traffic on a daily basis.
○ Includes multiple CDNs and core Internet services (e.g. Root DNS).

● Our services have been provided for free since inception in 2001
○ An effort to develop the Internet ecosystem in Uganda
○ Relied entirely on volunteer staff and donations in order to do this

● However, as demand for our service has grown over time, so have our 
operational requirements, and we have now reached a scale that can no 
longer be sustained without a regular source of monetary income.

● In response, the UIXP introduced service fees as of January 1st, 2018
○ This has predictably caused controversy despite many years of 

sensitization, but we cannot delay any longer.



Growth in pictures



UIXP in 2001: In a ventilation shaft



UIXP in 2009: In a storage closet; unmanaged



UIXP in 2009: In a storage closet; unmanaged



UIXP in 2010: Rebuilt; managed voluntarily by KS/SV



UIXP in 2014: New Directors and a new home



UIXP in 2014: New Directors and a new home



UIXP in 2017: Major increase in networks and traffic



UIXP in 2017: Major increase in networks and traffic



Growth of systems and services



UIXP in 2001-2009: Logical diagram



UIXP in 2017: Logical diagram



UIXP in 2018: Logical diagram (planned)



UIXP in 2018: Central Management w/ Automation



UIXP in 2018: New website w/ key data (since 2014)



UIXP in 2018: Sophisticated diagnostic utilities



UIXP in 2018: Powerful reporting and data viz



Sustainability



The need for fees
● Donations and volunteers are useful, but:

○ Donations can be hard to get; have long lead times; often involve 
import taxes; and don’t help with salaries or external bills

○ Committed and qualified volunteers are hard to find and transient

● We are at risk of losing key staff and not being able to replace them
○ Increasing need to pay salaries for key roles as we scale up
○ Managing the UIXP is now a full-time job for more than one person 

even after major efficiency improvements (e.g. automation)
○ Key staff work other jobs to survive because we can’t pay them

■ This limits their availability and significantly hinders our growth
○ Key staff hard to retain and replace; qualified people are valuable

■ Qualifications for key roles have increased substantially

● External debt: We owe lawyers for a few years of retainer fees
○ Corporate governance, governance reform work, bank prep, etc.
○ All other years paid for by Kyle Spencer
○ They are threatening to halt work unless we pay debts



The need for fees (cont’d)

● Urgent infrastructure and facility upgrades needed
○ Power system can no longer handle load; daily failures

■ IXP less attractive; slows growth; increases support burden
○ Security is weak because someone stole our biometric system

■ Installation paid for by Kyle Spencer; discount given by vendor
○ Demand for 10G fibre optic switching capacity growing fast

■ Current infrastructure has limited ability to accommodate this

● Cannot accommodate new CDN deployments
○ Multiple CDNs currently wish to deploy but we cannot host them due 

to inadequate power and inability to pay import taxes.
○ This significantly hinders our growth

● No ability to expand into a second location for growth or redundancy

● No ability to pay cloud hosting and other costs

● The current situation cannot last forever.



The search for a solution

● Looked around; evaluated various approaches within our industry 
○ Examined sustainability models at IXPs around the world, within 

Africa, and within the East Africa sub-region.

● Tiered port fees are the most common model by far
○ All other East African IXPs charge tiered port fees

■ Some (e.g. Tanzania) also charge membership fees
○ Other models exist but do not apply to our context:

■ Some IXPs owned by DC operators do not charge port fees 
because they can charge for cross-connects instead.

■ A few government run IXPs do not charge fees, but all plan to 
introduce them in the future (See: 2017 AFIX Survey).

● Estimated our expenses and revenue for the coming year
○ Created a basic budget that is slightly inflated to account for error
○ Created a revenue calculator and projected customer base
○ Benchmarked our pricing against other East African IXPs as a sanity 

check and in order to ensure that we are aligned with the region.



Why tiered port fees?

Why not just charge all networks a flat fee (e.g. a membership fee)?
● Discourages smaller networks from joining the exchange:

○ TotalCosts / Members = FlatFee
■ Example: $10,000 / 20 = $500 fee (for 10M/100M/1G/10G/etc)

○ Only networks with high traffic levels could justify the cost
○ Smaller networks would subsidize larger networks
○ Exact opposite of what you want from an IXP

● Not all networks cost the same to maintain:
○ Does a network with a single 100M port cost the same to maintain as 

a network that uses 4x 10G ports?
○ Does 6RU of content servers draw the same power as a 1RU router?
○ How would we recover the additional costs associated with 

maintaining larger networks without raising the flat fee?
■ Remember that smaller networks must also pay the flat fee.

● This is why most IXPs that charge membership fees also charge port fees.



Monthly fees based on port capacity:
● 10 Mbps:     $50 (free for 6 months)
● 100 Mbps:   $250
● 1 Gbps:       $550
● 10 Gbps:     $1000

One-time setup fee: $200
● Shows commitment, pays for hardware, etc

Example customer bandwidth costs:
● iWay Africa:     140 Mbps  @  $3.92  / Mbps
● Roke Telkom:  560 Mbps  @  $0.98  / Mbps
● RENU:           1280 Mbps  @  $0.78  / Mbps

Monthly port fees, multiplied by estimated 
customers, needs to equal projected expenses.

How much and why?



Projected revenue and expenses (excl. VAT)

50% discounts for academic networks 
(RENU)  and NITA for Akamai CDN fill

Unlikely to have enough money for 
salaries in year 1 even if all pay fees



Sensitization
● Need for fees dates back to the UIXP’s inception in 2001:

○ Networks agreed to pay $200/mo each to help meet costs.
○ This was never implemented; initial grant funding quickly exhausted.
○ UCC waived power and rent to keep UIXP alive. This continues today.

● Need for fees has been raised numerous times since then:
○ 49 separate community e-mail threads since 2011; many before that
○ Discussed fees at first legal “AGM” in 2014
○ Potential fee requirements noted in 2014 MoU; every network signed
○ All new networks since 2015 told fees would be coming soon

● This issue is contentious, so we delayed as long as we possibly could
○ All other IXPs in East Africa implemented fees many years ago

● Need for fees became critical in 2017; high risk of stagnation and failure
○ Implementation notice sent to all contacts at every network
○ Performed prep work: URA, banking, legal, internal process dev, etc
○ Virtual sensitization meeting organized; sponsored by ISOC
○ Offered to meet everyone individually and share data if requested



2014 AGM slides: Fees, sustainability, and governance



2014 MoU mentions fees; signed by all networks



2017 EACO report notes the lack of fees at UIXP



Formal notice sent; virtual meeting held in Q4 2017



● Some networks immediately agreed to pay
○ Mostly non-commercial networks and networks that operate in more than one 

country (as they already pay these fees at other IXPs).

● Some networks pledged support but were concerned about cost
○ Many local networks have never considered the service’s value because they have 

not had to (it’s been free since 2001)

● Some individuals began actively conspiring against us; misled community & government
○ Leaks revealed private e-mail conversations and meetings

■ Same antagonists as 2014 hostile takeover attempt (Roke, UTL)
○ Misinformation deliberately spread within the local community

■ Used to galvanize opposition and formation of “UISPA” lobby group
● Antagonists selected as “UISPA” representatives

■ “Management has stolen company; refuses to meet members; no 
accountability; no transparency; no budget; issue mishandled; etc.”

○ UIXP offered to meet, discuss, and share all data with “UISPA” representatives
■ No meetings or position statement sent to UIXP despite multiple requests

○ “UISPA” representatives met with UCC and submitted a formal petition instead
■ Accuses UIXP management and CDNs of fraud and impropriety
■ Not shared with “UISPA” members; only revealed due to pressure from UIXP

○ Government now heavily involved; increased risk of harmful intervention

Mixed responses



No meetings or comms from UISPA despite requests



No meetings or comms from UISPA despite requests

No further communication was received from 
UISPA representatives. 

UISPA representatives then met with the UCC 
on January 5th, 2018.



Petition submitted to UCC by “UISPA” in Jan 
2018 accuses UIXP management and other 
third-parties of fraud and impropriety:

● Claims management has converted the 
company to a private for-profit.

● Insinuates that management may be 
signing contracts with third parties in a 
personal capacity.

● Claims management does not involve 
membership and avoids meeting with them.

● Claims management lacks transparency 
and accountability.

● Signed by James Byaruhanga (Roke 
Telkom) and Baldwin Okello (UTL).

This slander has been spread within the local 
Internet community in order to discourage 
networks from paying fees.

“UISPA” petition to UCC



Governance



Major growth 2009-17; hindered by hostile attacks

5Gbps: +30,000% traffic and 
+300% networks since 2009

Formal Change of Directors: 
300 Mbps

KS and SV start volunteering: 
10 to 20 Mbps

UIXP founded as NFP by CM, 
BN, HM, UCC et al

UIXP: Governance and Growth

KS, SV, MK, 
RM nominated

Defunct; no management

Governance 
reform attempt,

DC upgrade

= Hostile takeover attempt

= Connected Networks



Misconceptions



UIXP: Not-for-profit since 2001; public information



Change of Directors in 2014; public information



We are not a monopoly
● We are the first player in an emerging industry.

● The reason why we are the only Internet exchange point (IXP) in Uganda is 
because demand for network interconnection is limited. 
○ There is no legal barrier preventing anyone from starting a new IXP.

● Our service generates demand for network interconnection
○ This growth will eventually create space for healthy competition.

● Competition is good for Uganda and the UIXP:
○ Increases redundancy, puts downward pressure on pricing, helps to 

ensure higher quality of service, and makes nationalization harder.

● Examples of this in Africa (Europe is also useful to look at):
○ South Africa now has two IXP operators with 6 PoPs in 3 cities
○ Nigeria now has two IXP operators with multiple PoPs in 2 cities
○ Angola now has two IXP operators with multiple PoPs
○ Kenya may soon have multiple IXP operators in 2 cities



Many early African IXPs were founded 
by ISPAs because ISPs were the only 
Internet networks in the market at the 
time.

Over time, other network types emerged 
and the African Internet ecosystem 
became more diverse. As a result, 
neutral non-ISPA governance models 
became dominant.

Some ISPA IXPs even transitioned to 
non-ISPA governance models because 
the ISPA governance model was 
increasingly unrepresentative and 
hindered their growth.

The UIXP wisely selected a neutral 
non-ISPA governance model in 2001, 
but was never able to effectively 
implement it due to poorly designed 
MEMARTs, community infighting, and 
mismanagement.

ISPs should not run the IXP



The real issues



The 2001 UIXP MEMARTs, which define 
the objectives of our company, its top-level 
structure, and rules of governance:

● Do not recognize members other 
than those listed on the documents 
filed at Companies House.

This means that the MEMARTs must 
be altered, re-signed, and re-filed 
every time a network joins or leaves 
the exchange. This is highly 
impractical and was never done.

As a result, very few of the networks 
connected to the exchange are 
legally recognized members of the 
company.

● Give excessive powers to Directors 
sufficient to expropriate control of the 
association from its members. 

● Are enormous in length, riddled with 
loopholes, and full of cryptic jargon. 
Hard to understand and implement.

Governance: Current



To resolve these issues, we drafted heavily 
revised MEMARTs in collaboration with 
lawyers and Douglas Onyango which:

● Legitimize the membership of every 
connected network and allow new 
networks to join by signing a 
contract. This requires the creation of 
a Trustee membership class which 
will sign the MEMARTs.

● Ensure that Directors are 
accountable to the membership and 
resolve problems related to 
elections, term limits, conflicts of 
interest, and governance capture.

● Allow for electronic participation and 
voting in company meetings.

● Close loopholes, eliminate numerous 
inappropriate or redundant clauses, 
and use plain language wherever 
possible.

● Are shorter: 30 pages reduced to 11

Governance: Proposed



Revised MEMARTs were proposed in 2015, 
but the community gave no feedback despite 

multiple requests for input.

As a result, the project had to be delayed.



Proposed to community in 2015; no feedback received



Democracy requires active participation. It is 
risky to implement without first having 

demonstrated buy-in from the membership.



Fix governance before fees?
● Fixing the governance model will take significant time, effort, and money

○ Not everyone agrees on what the final model should be
■ Some still think the UIXP should be run by ISPs, etc.

○ Few people have demonstrated a willingness to contribute
■ Some happy to complain and issue demands but never willing to help

○ Lawyers are required for review and implementation
○ UIXP staff would need to be paid in order to dedicate full time

● We have an urgent need for revenue that cannot wait

● Can networks donate the money required to sustain the UIXP until reform?
○ The community donation model has been tried before and fails every time
○ Which networks are going to pay, how much, and when?

■ Not all networks will agree; some are already paying port fees
■ Equal distribution of costs hurts small networks (see slide #24)
■ Proportional distribution of costs is the same as tiered port fees

○ What will the networks that donate expect in return?
■ Will they expect more influence in the governance reform process?

○ Who will organize this? Who will collect and spend the money? Lack of trust
○ Tiered port fee model would still need to be implemented in the future



Summary



In summary...
● The new UIXP management has successfully revitalized the exchange, delivered 

significant value to the networks, and grown the Internet ecosystem in Uganda. For free.

● The UIXP has now reached a scale that cannot be sustained by volunteers and donations 
alone. It is now vulnerable to stagnation and failure without recurring revenue.

● UIXP management has demonstrated its commitment to governance reform. The ISP 
community has not, and has made few contributions to the UIXP since 2001.

● Any governance reform will take significant time and money to implement. Fees must be 
implemented first, port fees are the most logical model, and we have done our homework.

● The implementation of fees will likely inspire more meaningful involvement from senior 
network representatives. This buy-in will be necessary for any governance reform.

● An ISPA should not govern the UIXP. The governance model should stay neutral.

● The UIXP is not a monopoly; it is the beginning of an industry.



https://uixp.co.ug


